There are two different approaches to develop the gas turbines for power. One can get some megawatts by simple cycle or by more complex cycle units. Both units require very different levels of turbine inlet temperature and pressure ratio for the same unit capacity. Both approaches are discussed. These two approaches lead to different size and efficiencies of gas turbine units for power. Some features of the designing problems of such units are discussed.
In tho beginning of 1973. It Was announced that 0.9., in cooperation with ire, developed Singlembaft unit 0 5000 with Nun 90 SDI for 3000 rpm. It was Zone to meet to requareMents of users ;60 percent of them need 3000 rpm).
General Electric, scaling Its aircraft engine IF 39. developed the unit for domestic use with rem = 120
Sr for 3600 rpm. Curbim Plades are air cooled by film and convective 5558Stre the t e urbine inlet temperatur, tm = 1150 1175 C, pressure ratio a = lk 15. The axial flow compressor has Variable geometry vanes for nereral stages.
Westinghouse Worre at the design of the unit cf N um = 110 KY wire tm = 1150-2205 C and re, planning to start the production of such units in the beginning of 1976. it aws supposed to use ceramice there for E as temperature of 1315 1 1370 C.
Stalwreval re-: I and Turbo Wirer and Marine im) imnic in cooperation to design a new generation of gas turbine units for power with N un 0-
We one-year gain in installed power now is about re percent and has a trend to groa up. che necessity to solve the problems ore to Significant peak and semi-ak loadings leads to the growth in uhit capacity pe of gas turbines Practiced by leadirm manufacturers.
rese rational err-waren to incresrere the It is important to emphasize that an increase Of the unit capacity of a simple-cycle gas turbine ()Leighton Cycle) requires a Significant inc ea in turbine inlet temperature with the corresponding increase of pressure ratio • for the hoc comrerem ause tie airflow rate IS limited bo r e trength characteristics of turbomachines, Some results of perforrente analysis of simple-caele wire With polytrepic efficiency. = 0.9. are she in Mg. 2. These data • poi show that a gas turbine unit of N uts -100 Mi requires tm r 1000 )7 are 1. opt 7418. Specific Power of air in tret case is equal to NG = 250 mitre/sec. the cycle efficiency, N = JE percent, and flow rate C = 400 Wresec. Fo Mild a onewaft ruble-cycle en_ with N un -1 150 MW for the same flow rate, we have to increase tne turbine inlet temperature to 1;00 C and wwssure ratio to 40 without inter-cooling. The IntrOducing intercoolerS and reheaters at the given capacity of the unit redflea the turbine inlet temperature and pressure ratio in OomPreSSOrs.
The experience gained from the CT-100 gas turbine unit at Krasnodar power Station showed sufficient reliability of intercoolers and also showed that the performance of the flmbustor for heating is goad enough at low values Of Z. and relatively low teMpersturem
The introduction of intercoolers and reheaters cannot be an obstacle to putting such units in Operation.
The growth of Ma rgethe inlet temperature in In this case, the unit efficiency increases in spite of some increase in compression Week be-4 00-1200, this temperature increase is P2 S.
i.e., 364 C instead of 722 C.) The decrease of power and efficiency in fin-400-1200 with asemi-closth cooling system is, respectively, 19.6 /th and 1.5 percent, although the total flow rate or the cooling air is 79 kythec (or 17.2percent of the flow rate).
If tho air in such a unit were d into the main gas now (as is the usual prac discharge tice), then the efficiency losses would be not less than 4.5 percent and power losses would be 52 Hence, we see that the seni-closed cooling System has a very important advantage as compared with the open one.
As the first step to the construction Of the high-temperature gas turbine unit with the semi-closed cooling Consider a simpler unit (.6 = 1 and 2.= 0) which Saes it possible te obtain rather high efficiency. In this ease, the efficiency of gas turbine units will be higher than that of any unit built on These data and also temperature and imseS-:pm levels will allow us to compare the oest liabi lity of the units and their re in operation.
The data are gthen Table 2 .
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